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Rules And Guidelines - Updated 23/06/2011 (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?

f=27&t=2435#p28933)

Welcome to HD-BB, our internet home away from home. We are glad you found us! Please
jump right in and post away. Even introduce yourself to everyone else and let us know as much
(or as little) as you want us to know!

All Rules apply to ChatBox, as they do for the rest of the
forum

NEW:
You need 12 posts minimum to be able to post URLs in your
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posts. (Anti-spam)

Guidelines:
1.) Quality NOT Quantity
HD-BB is all about quality. Our team strives to deliver the best quality releases possible. Our
goal is not to 
provide the most releases in the fastest time possible but to provide the best quality releases.

2.) The Language thing
We do not support foul language on this forum. If you have to use swear words to try to get
your point 
across, you will be banned. We want a clean, fun atmosphere for all of our members here at
HD-BB. This rule 
applies to everyone including moderators and admins. No one will use foul language.

3.) Requesting Guidelines
a. When requesting Movies and TV shows: 
An HD source must be available 
You must have 20 posts, if you request without 20 posts you will receive a warning!
This does not apply to donators and VIPs!
Topic Title: [/i]Name movie/series like on IMDB, not something like My shagadelic movie 
request. You must also tag your request with [Movie] or [TV].
Topic Contents: Include a synopsis about what your requesting. DO NOT post a link to 
download an HD source, unless it's available here on HD-BB. It is however necessary to post
the name of the source.
In case it's not available here, our encoders can find those or will contact you.
Voting: Create a poll and members will vote yes or no and this will evaluate the "demand" 
issue we see on a lot of other forums.

b. Requesting Help with something in our Helpdesk
When requesting help in our Helpdesk you must be as descriptive as possible. posting
something like "I 
cant burn a DVD" may get you a warning and your topic binned. While we would be more than
happy 
to help you, you must provide us with a basis to work from in order to give you the help you
need. 
Prepare your topic with as many details about your problem as you can. The more you explain
about 
the problem at hand, the better response and the quicker your resolution will be.Do NOT PM a
staff 
member asking them for help on issues that should be handled in the helpdesk.

5.) Reporting Posts 
If you see anyone breaking the rules such as advertising, trolling, spamming etc., please report
the post 
using the report button in the bottom right corner of the post. Also feel free to report for dead
or broken links!
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RULES (PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO THESE):
1.) The Deadly Sins (may get you banned, so be careful)
a. Spamming or trolling the boards (including but not limited to posting porn or virus links, 
or spamming your own personal website all over the place) or Posting other people's personal 
details without their permission, including emails. names and pictures etc.
b. Identity theft - posing as another poster in order to fool people.
c. Persistent bullying or abuse. And I don't mean you can't take the piss out of one another,
call 
each other names or be dismissively rude to one another...where would the fun be in that? But
I 
think we all know that a line has to be drawn somewhere. If you feel the line has been crossed,
report the post and the user will be warned, and if it continues the user will be banned.
d. Sexual posts, Racism, Discrimination and other forms of hate towards a group of people
that don't look, speak or believe 
the same as you is not allowed. Healthy debate on any subject is fine, but again, we all know
where the line 
is.
e. Requesting invites to competitive forums are not allowed. 
f. DO NOT mini-mod. Moderators are here, let them do their job.

2.) Posting Rules/Etiquette
It is very important that you use proper posting etiquette on the forum. If any form of trolling,
spamming, 
advertising or the like is found, a warning or ban will be issued according to the rules that are
stated.
a. Double Posting
Double Posting is allowed however we do have restrictions. You may double post only within
24 
hours of your first original post that was made. Any member found breaking this rule will
receive a 
warning.
b. Topic Tags and Icons
When posting uploads, it is mandatory to use icons such as (MegaUpload) and (RapidShare).
This 
will make things easier and faster for members to surf the forum. This also makes it easier for
the 
staff if you have a request or a problem you need help with. Tags should also be used like 
[Request] and [Solved] 
c. Coding Links
Code all of your links on this forum. This includes but is not limited to web addresses,
download l
links, emails and FTP's.
d. Duplicating Encoded Posts/Topics
Anyone found re-posting a HD-BB member's encodes (leeching) without permissions will be
given a warning, any future violations will result in a ban. 
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e. Invite Codes
DO NOT ask for invite codes to any site on the general forum. Invites may be posted in the
VIP section.

3.) Spoilers: Keep them out of the thread title and content of your post. Simple as that 

4.) Advertising
Advertising of any kind is strictly prohibited. Any advertising found in the forum, signatures
or Topic 
titles will be not be tolerated. This includes but is not limited to website 
address, images containing addresses, bargaining, trading and selling items.

5.) Posting Guidelines. [NOTE: The following applies to Movies and TV]

a. m-720p/m-1080p-
Must be from an HD source and encoded with an HD codec (x264, AVC). XVID is not
permitted. Anything below an HD source (DVD, TS, TC, Cam, R5, etc.) will be moved to the
Graveyard. 
Filesize should be proportionate to the length of the movie. An average movie that is 90
to 120 minutes in length should not be excessive in size. Exceptions would be movies
that are around 3 hours or more in length or an encode at 1080p. Movies that are too
large in filesize in relation to the length of the movie or the resolution will be moved to
the full High Definition section. 
Overall bitrate should be at least 2300 and audio bitrate should be no less than 256.
Resolution should be at least 1280 x ____ . Encodes with lower resolution or bitrates will
be moved to the m-HD section.

b. m-HD :

Must be from an HD source and encoded with an HD codec (x264, AVC). XVID is not
permitted.
Anything below an HD source (DVD, TS, Cam, R5, etc.) will be moved to the Graveyard.
Filesize: No minimum as long as quality is decent.
Video: 500kpbs bitrate minimum.
Audio: 5.1 channel with 128kbps bitrate
Audio: 2ch audio is allowed for 700mb or smaller encodes

[*]Topic title's/descriptions must not contain "awesome quality" etc. statements. After all
the encoders aren't the ones deciding whether an encode is great quality or not. 

6.) Billboard Rules
Promoting releases to billboard is only available to VIP/Donators and HD-BB Encoder Team. 
If you are a VIP/Donator and you want to promote your work please contact Global Moderator
or Admin.

7.) If all else fails:
If you have a problem with a particular person, thread or post, or any other questions,
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suggestion, or 
complaints PM an admin and we will deal with at as appropriate. Please note - this does not
mean we will 
automatically delete it. We will try to keep the peace as much as possible.

All rules are subject to change at any time.
Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=27&t=2435#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=27&p=28933)
Reply with quote (http://hd-bb.org/posting.php?mode=quote&f=27&p=28933)
Topic locked
1 post • Page 1 of 1
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Read Before Posting Encodes ~ Updated 20th June (http://hd-

bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=27&t=25221#p187096)

Update 20th June:

m720p/m1080p section updated: RC rips are BANNED

Many of the following Rules and Guidelines listed below are already in place, however, it has
become necessary to clarify some issues to help alleviate some problems we have had lately.
This post is simply a reminder or a supplement to the current Rules and Regulations already in
place

1. This forum is committed to high quality. The source of your encode can only be derived
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from Blu-Ray, HD-DVD, or HDTV and they must be encoded in x-264 or AVC-
1 codecs, the container is at the encoder's discretion. The source of your encode can not be
taken from another encoder's work, unless you are downgrading the quality to a lower level
(m720p to mHD or mHD to Portable). XVID is not allowed. 

2. You must post your own encode. Reaping the benefits of another person's hard work will
not be tolerated. The posting of another member's encode without their permission is strictly
forbidden. 

3. You must code your links!

4. Topic must contain adequate information about the encode, to include but not limited to:
Source
Filesize
Resolution
Bitrate (Audio and Video)
Sample (Pictures or short video clip)

5. If the movie is dubbed this must be clearly stated in the title and the post, along with the
dubbed language and the original language.

6. Billboard promoting feature only available to VIP/Donator and HD-BB Encoder Team.

7. Ensure that you are posting in the right forum. [NOTE: The following applies to Movies and
TV]

a. m-720p/m-1080p- 
Must be from an HD source and encoded with an HD codec (x264, AVC). XVID is not permitted.
Anything below an HD source (DVD, TS, TC, Cam, R5, etc.) will be moved to the Graveyard. 
Filesize should be proportionate to the length of the movie. An average movie that is 90 to
120 minutes in length should not be excessive in size. Exceptions would be movies that are
around 3 hours or more in length or an encode at 1080p. Movies that are too large in filesize
in relation to the length of the movie or the resolution will be moved to the full High Definition
section. 
Overall bitrate should be at least 2300 and audio bitrate should be no less than 256.
Resolution should be at least 1280 x ____ . Encodes with lower resolution or bitrates will be
moved to the m-HD section.

b. m-HD :
Must be from an HD source and encoded with an HD codec (x264, AVC). XVID is not permitted.
Anything below an HD source (DVD, TS, Cam, R5, etc.) will be moved to the Graveyard.
Filesize: No minimum as long as quality is decent.
Video: 500kpbs bitrate (Portable Encodes can be less, quality must remain decent)
Audio: 5.1 channel with 128kbps bitrate
Audio: 2ch audio is allowed for 700mb encodes
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RC encodes are BANNED from Micro Section.

TV SHOWS
1. Topic Subject.
To help alleviate some of the clutter we have experienced, please edit your current topics and
make your new topic titles in this format

(The objects in red are optional, since not all of them will his this info)

Show Title | Season (Indicate Complete or not)| Episode | Resolution | Source | Year |
Encoder/Group

Examples..
Complete Season
Heroes | Complete S3 | 720p | Bluray | 2007 | Ironhide
The Office |Complete S1 | mHD | HDTV | Rachet
Lost | S6 | m720p | HDTV | update ep 13 (this is for shows currently on the air)
Individual Episodes
Fringe | s01 | e04 | 720p | HDTV | 2008/09 | Jazz 
House | s06 | e12 | mHD | Bluray | Bumblebee

2. Complete Season Posts.
We are now requiring that you only post one complete season per topic. The exception to this
rule are shows that are off the air.

3. Current Running Shows
If you are actively encoding a show that is currently on air, it is crucial that you
include in the topic title the most recent episode. Indicating "Weekly
Updates" is not acceptable. 

Minimum Requirements 
m-720p/m-1080p
Video Codec: AVC or x264 ONLY (Xvid encodes will be sent to the graveyard.)
Video bitrate: 1500 Kbps minimum
Audio Code: AC3 5.1 (AAC is permitted but strongly discouraged, low quality will be sent to
Graveyard)
Audio bitrate: 192+

m-HD
Video Codec: AVC or x264 ONLY (Xvid encodes will be sent to the graveyard.)
Video bitrate: 500 Kbps minimum
Audio Code: AC3/AAC 5.1/2.0 (All others will be sent to the graveyard)
Audio bitrate: 128+
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6 Minimum Video Bitrate Suggestion. The following is a guideline for the minimum bitrate for
the appropriate encode. This is not a strict rule, each encode is a case by case basis. However,
if an encode has such a low bitrate that quality suffers as a result, the encode might be sent to
the Graveyard.

m-720p -> 2100Kbps
m-1080p -> 4725Kbps
720p -> 4450Kbps
1080p -> 10000Kbps

Encoders, the staff here at hd-bb.org appreciate the contributions you make to this wonderful
community. If you have any questions, concerns, or need clarification on anything, please
contact a member of the staff.

Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=27&t=25221#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=27&p=187096)
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Re: Hotfile goes to war against uploaders (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=96015&start=60#p413646)
It's a shame what happened with HF service. I had just purchased a 1 year account because it
was the option most used in this website (and in other movies websites too). And very few use
megaupload in this place. If I decide to buy another account, maybe I will chose fileserve and
not for more than 90 days, because this service (or another most popular) could be the next

Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=96015&start=60#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=10&p=413646)
Reply with quote (http://hd-bb.org/posting.php?mode=quote&f=10&p=413646)
 Tue Mar 08, 2011 2:38 am R17s.inc
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Re: Hotfile links dies first (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=96015&start=60#p413703)
EliteCoder wrote:Guess what I see this morning :

my account has suspended too.

Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=96015&start=60#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=10&p=413703)
Reply with quote (http://hd-bb.org/posting.php?mode=quote&f=10&p=413703)
 Tue Mar 08, 2011 9:41 am Jinxie2

Re: Hotfile goes to war against uploaders (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=96015&start=60#p413975)
Hotfile can't even spell infringement correctly! Infridgement? LOL!

Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=96015&start=60#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=10&p=413975)
Reply with quote (http://hd-bb.org/posting.php?mode=quote&f=10&p=413975)
 Tue Mar 08, 2011 12:53 pm zer07

Re: Hotfile goes to war against uploaders (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=96015&start=60#p414091)
Jinxie2 wrote:Hotfile can't even spell infringement correctly! Infridgement? LOL!

lol nicely spotted

Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=96015&start=60#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=10&p=414091)
Reply with quote (http://hd-bb.org/posting.php?mode=quote&f=10&p=414091)
 Tue Mar 08, 2011 1:46 pm Chopper

Re: Hotfile goes to war against uploaders (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=96015&start=60#p414128)
What a shame... was my favorite by far.

Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=96015&start=60#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=10&p=414128)
Reply with quote (http://hd-bb.org/posting.php?mode=quote&f=10&p=414128)
 Tue Mar 08, 2011 8:19 pm Jinxie2

Re: Hotfile goes to war against uploaders (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=96015&start=60#p414345)
For a company that cannot even spell, how could one lament them?

Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=96015&start=60#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=10&p=414345)
Reply with quote (http://hd-bb.org/posting.php?mode=quote&f=10&p=414345)
 Tue Mar 08, 2011 10:58 pm Clydesdale
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Re: Hotfile links dies first (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=96015&start=60#p414424)
R17s.inc wrote:
EliteCoder wrote:Guess what I see this morning :

my account has suspended too.

Same with me 9 days ago and I still had 1 year left with it. Can I swear here? LOL

Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=96015&start=60#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=10&p=414424)
Reply with quote (http://hd-bb.org/posting.php?mode=quote&f=10&p=414424)
 Wed Mar 09, 2011 9:00 am lgfirstplay

Re: Hotfile goes to war against uploaders (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=96015&start=60#p414772)
Yeah my HF acc went hell too.. Now I say good bye forever with HF

Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=96015&start=60#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=10&p=414772)
Reply with quote (http://hd-bb.org/posting.php?mode=quote&f=10&p=414772)
 Wed Mar 09, 2011 10:29 am Jinxie2

Re: Hotfile goes to war against uploaders (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=96015&start=60#p414851)
I believe the answer is to rename all downloads with an unrelated name, like 123456.mkv.
Then it may not where uploaded.

Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=96015&start=60#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=10&p=414851)
Reply with quote (http://hd-bb.org/posting.php?mode=quote&f=10&p=414851)
 Wed Mar 09, 2011 10:42 am sarahdragon26

Re: Hotfile goes to war against uploaders (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=96015&start=60#p414871)
It's really sad. I've noticed the hotfile links being dead on this site and other hostsites. I'm
more then happy to use megaupload, rapidshare, or filesonic. Bye, hotfile. You won't be
missed.

Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=96015&start=60#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=10&p=414871)
Reply with quote (http://hd-bb.org/posting.php?mode=quote&f=10&p=414871)
 Wed Mar 09, 2011 11:02 am Jinxie2

Re: Hotfile goes to war against uploaders (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=96015&start=60#p414887)
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I love megaupload. It's the fastest for me, with filesonic coming on next!

Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=96015&start=60#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=10&p=414887)
Reply with quote (http://hd-bb.org/posting.php?mode=quote&f=10&p=414887)
 Wed Mar 09, 2011 11:16 am sarahdragon26

Re: Hotfile goes to war against uploaders (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=96015&start=60#p414900)
Megaupload is my favorite, too, Jinxie2. It has been for a while. Filesonic has been really good
to me, too. I don't like the longer wait times for rapidshare, but I still think it has been better
than Hotfile.

Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=96015&start=60#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=10&p=414900)
Reply with quote (http://hd-bb.org/posting.php?mode=quote&f=10&p=414900)
 Wed Mar 09, 2011 3:13 pm lgfirstplay

Re: Hotfile goes to war against uploaders (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=96015&start=60#p415065)
Jinxie2 wrote:I believe the answer is to rename all downloads with an unrelated name, like
123456.mkv. Then it may not where uploaded.

I did. But it seemed useless guy

Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=96015&start=60#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=10&p=415065)
Reply with quote (http://hd-bb.org/posting.php?mode=quote&f=10&p=415065)
 Wed Mar 09, 2011 3:32 pm Jinxie2

Re: Hotfile goes to war against uploaders (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=96015&start=60#p415074)
What a shame!

Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=96015&start=60#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=10&p=415074)
Reply with quote (http://hd-bb.org/posting.php?mode=quote&f=10&p=415074)
 Wed Mar 09, 2011 4:45 pm gbeezy

Re: Hotfile goes to war against uploaders (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?
f=10&t=96015&start=60#p415121)
I stopped using HF recently and switched to fileserve.

Top (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=96015&start=60#top)
Report this post (http://hd-bb.org/report.php?f=10&p=415121)
Reply with quote (http://hd-bb.org/posting.php?mode=quote&f=10&p=415121)
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Why Not Mirror To BitTorrent? (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?

f=27&t=45197#p254556)

Hello, I'm just wondering why don't posters also use bittorrent as another mirror. It's has
certain advantages over file hosters such as no link killing. All posters have to do is seed. 
And if you want to, you can have a seedbox to ensure your releases have the best speeds and
that would also free you from seeding from your main computer. 

So an encoder/uploader would upload to, say MU, RS and also make a torrent of the encode
and seed it himself or upload it to a seedbox. 
The best thing about torrents is that once you mirror to that, you don't need o mirror to a
bunch of other file hosts. 

Can you guys think of this idea and try to make it work? Can you test this idea in a few
uploads?

Last edited by alkarnur (http://hd-bb.org/memberlist.php?mode=viewprofile&u=58778) on Tue
May 25, 2010 1:42 pm, edited 1 time in total.
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Re: Why Not Mirror To BitTorrent? (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?

f=27&t=45197#p254584)

IMO we don't need that...but if someone of another Mods. agree with this then we'll see. 
Maybe it will work, but I'm not sure...
ThnQ, papa47, Driver, Kan, tuscani, frag0holic...thoughts...anybody???
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Re: Why Not Mirror To BitTorrent? (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?

f=27&t=45197#p254593)

Poll added.
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Re: Why Not Mirror To BitTorrent? (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?

f=27&t=45197#p254642)

Im not the right person to say if yes or no 

Its up to encoder as its his work which is shared... If he is OK with it then i dont mind if it gets
to BT
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Re: Why Not Mirror To BitTorrent? (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?

f=27&t=45197#p254643)

Just my 2 cents. 

Given the current climate in the USA and other regions in regards to torrenting I think its not
the best time for that. 
Example you have the Hurt Locker producers filing 50,000 thousand lawsuits this month along
with many other indy film makers. P2P is not really to secure atm for some and direct hosts are
faster/more discrete.

Also the encoder has to take the time to upload the encode to RS MU ect. I'd rather they take
that time and BW to upload other movies and not have to seed them which takes allot of
bw/time. Also I'd hate to see them get into trouble because of one of their torrents. 

I can understand some reasons as to why some people may not have a Premium account but
using MU as free user especially during happy hours is pretty good. I grabbed a movie off
there in about an hour cause the RS links were dead. So I don't really see why someone would
want to torrent it which probably would take much much longer to download. 

OFC if other people apart from the original encoders wants to seed their stuff and mirror it
that way I'd say have at it as long as the original encoder is ok with it.
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Regarding what's happening in the US, the USA is not the whole world. Besides, even if you're
in the US there's ways to stay anonymous such as VPNs and tunnels. 
As for the Hurt Locker suit, its a multi-million dollar suit, if it costs that much there's a good
chance they might not end up with as much money as they started out with. One thing I hope
this suit does accomplish is incite debate about the nature of the internet, network neutrality
and online privacy. The RIAA tried something like this and failed. 
  (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=27&t=45197#)   (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=27&t=45197#)
Code:
http://news.cnet.com/8301-31001_3-20004860-261.html

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB122966038836021137.html?mod=googlenews_wsj

DVDrips, mHD and I daresay m720p are as common today as MP3s were 7 years ago. 
The only solution is to make a legal service that has better distribution than piracy, better or
equal quality (HD, highly compressed digital files; not cumbersome blu-ray discs) and that has
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a competitive price with file hosts (subscription based, not per-movie BS) and no DRM! 

Keep in mind that I'm suggesting Torrent as a complement, not an alternative to file hosting.
At best, it could be a replacement for the third, fourth... mirrors. So uploader uploads to file
host 1 and 2 (or just one), but then seeds to torrent instead of uploading to more hosts. 

As for wasting time and bandwidth, I'd say it takes about the same if you factor in the re-ups
required to keep links alive due to link killing and links expiring. 

You're right that it's up to the encoders if admins/mods don't see a prob with posting torrents
to the site. So can I get some feedback from encoders, please? Have any of you tried posting to
BT in the past? or are you willing to try this out?
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f=27&t=45197#p254710)

for forums they tend to stay as file hosts only. i prefer this because if pople want torrents they
can search torrent sites. for torrents the uploader will have to pay for seedbox aswell as a VPN
so its going to cost mroe than it would for a file host. with a file host you can pay for a months
account then upload and your gunna have the account for life for free with all the points you
get from downloads. 

also uploading a file isnt as bad as trying to seed it out to tons of people. you can upload a file
to one file host then remote upload it to others. this way you dont use your home bandwidth
and is really quick. you can even uplaod it twice as most remote uploaders allow for md5
change so if one set of links get reported u always got backups. with the amount of people
who upload you are always gunna find some links for what you are looking for
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f=27&t=45197#p254816)

@ lethal.b: do RS and MU allow for remote uploading?
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f=27&t=45197#p255105)

they dont directly allow it but there are several websites you can use that will do it for you.
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there is also some scripts people have made so you could even use your own web server to do
it
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Re: Why Not Mirror To BitTorrent? (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?

f=27&t=45197#p259389)

Palmer_Eldrich wrote:Just my 2 cents. 

Given the current climate in the USA and other regions in regards to torrenting I think its not
the best time for that. 
Example you have the Hurt Locker producers filing 50,000 thousand lawsuits this month along
with many other indy film makers. P2P is not really to secure atm for some and direct hosts are
faster/more discrete.

Also the encoder has to take the time to upload the encode to RS MU ect. I'd rather they take
that time and BW to upload other movies and not have to seed them which takes allot of
bw/time. Also I'd hate to see them get into trouble because of one of their torrents. 

I can understand some reasons as to why some people may not have a Premium account but
using MU as free user especially during happy hours is pretty good. I grabbed a movie off
there in about an hour cause the RS links were dead. So I don't really see why someone would
want to torrent it which probably would take much much longer to download. 

OFC if other people apart from the original encoders wants to seed their stuff and mirror it
that way I'd say have at it as long as the original encoder is ok with it.

This guy's exactly on the money. P2P's looking pretty sketchy and demands that someone's
online all the time seeding -- which is where the MPAA and all of that will get ya. If/when
anything goes down attacking the availability of pirating (say, against rapidshare) we should
become a closed community. Megaupload (for free users) is great; sure although I've an RS
account i still can leave things downloading with jDownloader.

Anyway, bigwigs are chasing P2P, let's stick to RS (& MU). If anything happens, the files get
deleted, it becomes untraceable, and nobody gets sued.
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what i do know is bitorent sites often get sued and have allot of server issues due to it
(constantly change locations) 
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also its easy for companies to track illegal activity of torrents and ISP to restrict bandwidth 
file hosting u pay a year fee that you can download anything as much as u want
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There are 3 different peoples involved in tracking and prosecuting P2P users, 
The film/record companies, the ISP and the Police.

I work for one of those groups and I can tell you that IP addresses are being harvested from
P2P networks
(and have been for some time). I don't touch P2P for anything unless it's old and then they
aren't watching
those files.

The only reason there aren't more prosecutions of individual users is the Police don't have the
time
or resources to investigate, however if enough political pressure is applied they may have to
find the time..

These are not my opinions, they are facts.
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i gave up on free torrents in preferring to pay for a hosted service
i don't regret that at all, though i do sometimes feel a bit envious when searching and only
finding torrent references (probably all no goood, though)
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Can people please say if their opinion is affected by where they live and state what country is
that? US, Spain, Germany... 
I'm now a proponent of sharing by any means necessary and I would always rather have the
power be in the hands of the Swarm than in the hands of centralized points of failure. 
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If you do nothing else, read this: 
  (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=27&t=45197#)   (http://hd-bb.org/viewtopic.php?f=27&t=45197#)
Code:
http://stallman.org/articles/end-war-on-sharing.html
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